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We present an experimental study of the global velocity VðtÞ of a viscous fluid interface during forced-
flow imbibition in a disordered medium. Our high resolution setup shows that the fronts display an
intermittent behavior signature of a burstlike dynamics, with power-law distributed avalanches. When
measured at scales comparable to the correlation length, velocity fluctuations follow an asymmetric non-
Gaussian distribution, whose skewness increases with decreasing measuring window and/or injection flow
rate, offering the effective number of degrees of freedom probed in our experiment.
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The pioneering work of BHP [1] -on non-Gaussian
fluctuations of the power consumption in a turbulent reac-
tor, and of the magnetization of an XY Ising model-
triggered an upsurge of studies concerning the fluctuations
of global quantities in correlated systems [1–6]. When the
correlation length is of the order of the system size, it has
been proposed that the PDF of a global quantity is asym-
metric and can be approximated very well by a generalized
Gumbel distribution (GG) [1–3]. Most of these studies are
purely theoretical, and experimental results are much more
scarce [1,5]. Experimental evidence of a GG-like distribu-
tion has been reported very recently for the fluctuations of
the spatially averaged order parameter close to the critical
point of a second-order phase transition [6]. It appears of
crucial importance to bring new experimental evidences
and a detailed characterization of such non-Gaussian fluc-
tuations, in particular, for nonequilibrium systems. In the
present work this kind of evidences are provided for inter-
facial fluctuations in fluid invasion of disordered media, a
nonequilibrium system that spontaneously develops long-
range correlations.
We present here an experimental study of the spatially
averaged velocity VðtÞ of an air-liquid interface during
forced-flow imbibition of a viscous wetting liquid by a
disordered medium. While the scaling properties of the
interfacial morphology in imbibition experiments have
been studied extensively (see the review [7] and references
therein), the dynamics of the process has not received the
same attention [8]. Using a high resolution fast camera, we
follow the imbibition front and observe a complex inter-
mittent dynamics, due to the interplay between competing
forces at different time and length scales. Indeed, viscous
pressure and interfacial tension tend to make the interface
stable on large length scales, while variations in gap spac-
ing in the disordered medium give rise to capillary pressure
fluctuations that destabilize it on short length scales. As a
result, the front undergoes a kinetic roughening process
that leads to a statistically stationary state with critical
interfacial fluctuations [7,9].
First, we show that the large velocity fluctuations corre-
spond to avalanches that follow power-law distributions for
a wide range of length and duration scales. Then, we
consistently find a scaling behavior between sizes and
durations of those avalanches, S Tx, with x ’ 1:31 in
quantitative agreement with numerical results [10]. The
second part of the Letter focuses on the fluctuations of the
mean velocity VðtÞ. Our results show that the PDF of the
fluctuations of V is very well approximated by a GG
distribution when the size of the measuring window is
comparable to the lateral correlation length. The asym-
metry of the PDF increases as the measuring window
and/or the flow rate are reduced. Our experiments therefore
provide the first experimental evidence of GG-like fluc-
tuations of a global magnitude in a critical nonequilib-
rium system that spontaneously develops long-range
correlations.
Experimental setup.—Our model disordered medium is
a horizontal Hele-Shaw cell, made of two parallel glass
plates of size 190 500 mm2 separated by a narrow gap
that takes two different values, 0.40 and 0.46 mm, ran-
domly distributed in space (provided by a random distri-
bution of copper square patches l2d ¼ 0:40 0:40 mm2 on
a fiberglass board attached to the bottom plate, covering
35% of the total area) [11]. We prewet the cell with a very
thin oil layer to minimize the possible influence of pre-
cursor films and/or wetting heterogeneities. A syringe
pump drives the viscous liquid—a silicone oil (Rhodorsil
47 V) of kinematic viscosity  ¼ 50 mm2=s, density
 ¼ 998 kg=m3, and oil-air surface tension oa ¼
20:7 mN=m at room temperature—at constant flow rate.
The oil wets perfectly (zero contact angle) all the surfaces
in contact. The range of front velocities v explored here
(0:05—0:25 mm=s) corresponds to small capillary num-
bersCa ¼ v=oa < 103, ensuring that front roughening
in our experiments is due to capillary disorder, not to
permeability disorder.
The imbibition fronts are monitored within a measure-
ment window (ROI) of lateral size L ¼ 125 mm (smaller
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than the whole width of the cell, 190 mm), centered with
the cell, to avoid any distortion of the interfaces produced
by the side walls. We use a Motion Pro X3 plus video-
camera with 1280 276 pixels. The spatial resolution is
thus r ¼ 0:098 mm=pixel, more than 4 4 pixels per
square patch. In each experiment an initially flat front
propagates for about 150 mm in the y direction of the
cell. In the course of this process the interface reaches a
statistically stationary state (with a saturated width). We
follow the front propagation in the next 100 s, recording
10 000 images of the ROI (t ¼ 0:01 s between consecu-
tive images). The large temporal resolution of our mea-
surements ensures that the front does not move forward by
more than one pixel in one time step. The front position
hðx; tÞ is extracted using a method of edge detection. The
waiting time wtðx; yÞ at the front position (x, y ¼ hðx; tÞ) is
computed as the amount of time (number of counts t)
during which the imbibition front was pinned at this pre-
cise position. From wtðx; yÞ we measure the local velocity
as vðx; hðx; tÞÞ ¼ r=wtðx; hðx; tÞÞ. This method was re-
cently developed to study the local waiting time fluctua-
tions of a crack front [12]. The uncertainty of t on the
value of wt can be significant when wt is small. However,
small wt (10t) are very seldom (<0:2% of the mea-
surements), thanks to our relatively high acquisition rate.
Finally the global velocity of the front in a window of size
l  L, is obtained from the spatial average VlðtÞ  ð1=lÞR
l
0 vðx; tÞdx. In the sequel we drop the subindex l to make
the notation simpler. In this Letter, we focus on the statis-
tics of the global velocity VðtÞ.
The behavior of VðtÞ for a window l ¼ L and different
injection rates is shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the range of
variation of VðtÞ depends on the injection rate. For all the
experiments performed, while the injection rate is constant,
VðtÞ is a jerky signal with a complex intermittent behavior
characterized by large fluctuations. We have verified that
these fluctuations do not originate from the injection sys-
tem or the digitization procedure, by performing the same
experiments in a smooth cell. Even though the forced-flow
condition enforces mass conservation in three dimensions,
fluctuations of the gap thickness between two prescribed
values gives rise to fluctuations of the global velocity of the
projected one-dimensional interface. Moreover, the global
velocity of a fraction of size l of the interface displays even
larger fluctuations, due to the finite system size. It is
remarkable that these time series look very similar to the
ones obtained recently by phase-field numerical simula-
tions [10].
Avalanche dynamics.—We consider as avalanches the
occurrences of VðtÞ above an arbitrary threshold. Let S and
T, respectively, be the size and duration of an avalanche, as
shown in the top panel of Fig. 1. S is the extra displacement
of the average front in the avalanche. Both definitions
depend on an arbitrary threshold Vc ¼ hVi þ c, where
hVi is the time average and 2 the variance of VðtÞ over the
total duration of an experiment, and c is an arbitrary clip
level. The disorder patch gives a natural lower cutoff size
for the avalanches, Sd ¼ ðld=LÞr ¼ 3 104 mm. We
show on the top panel of Fig. 2, in double-logarithmic
scale, the size distribution PðS=hSiÞ of the velocity bursts
larger than hVi (clip level c ¼ 0), for the whole ROI l ¼ L
and various injection rates. For each injection rate up to
four different realizations of the disorder have been
studied. Rescaling the burst size with the average ava-
lanche size hSi, the data collapse into a single distribution,
following clearly a power law with an exponential cutoff
PðXÞ / XeX=S with  ’ 1:00 and S ’ 4:3. It is im-
portant to mention that this is the first time that such a
scaling behavior occurring on a wide range of length scales
is observed for the burst dynamics of imbibition fronts. We
also analyze for the same conditions the distributions of the
burst duration rescaled by the average burst duration
PðT=hTiÞ. In order to avoid a windowing effect due to
the cuttoff size Sd, and therefore a bias in the distributions
at short temporal scales, we considered only avalanches
lasting longer than the longest avalanches of size Sd. Thus,
the statistics is reduced and the scaling behavior is more
difficult to analyze. However (top inset of Fig. 2), we can
still observe clearly that the distributions of the avalanche
duration follow as well a power law with an exponential
cutoff PðXÞ / XeX=T , with  ’ 1:34 and T ’ 3:9.
Both hSi and hTi increase systematically with v! 0.
The data collapses in Fig. 2 then imply that the distribu-
tions PðSÞ and PðTÞ approach a pure power law as the true
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FIG. 1 (color online). Global velocity of the front, VðtÞ, within
a window l ¼ L at different rates v. The zoomed panel on top
reveals the amount of data recorded, and provides the definitions
of size S (dashed region) and duration T of an avalanche, for a
velocity threshold Vc ¼ hVi (c ¼ 0), represented as the horizon-
tal baseline at 0:225 mm=s.
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critical point (v ¼ 0) is approached. Finally, on the bottom
panel of Fig. 2, we show the scaling behavior between the
duration T and the size S of the avalanches. We observe a
power-law behavior S=hSi  ðT=hTiÞx. The scaling expo-
nent has a value x ’ 1:31, which agrees quantitatively with
phase-field simulations [10]. We checked that all these
scaling behaviors are robust, independent of the injection
rate within the range investigated here, the disorder realiza-
tions, and for a wide range of clip levels (0:5<c<0:75).
Fluctuations of VðtÞ.—Let us turn now to the statistical
description of the fluctuations of VðtÞ. The local velocities
of the imbibition front at saturation are correlated over a
macroscopic length scale. This is visible in Fig. 3, where
the statistical widthWV of the local velocities is computed
in windows of size l. For all the injection rates studied, the
width grows with l up to a size l, and remains nearly
constant for larger l (uncorrelated region). The correlation
length l can be determined from WVðlÞ by taking the
crossover between the power law and the plateau regions.
It decreases with injection rate as l  v1=2, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 3 (bottom). It is remarkable that the values
of l actually correspond to the crossover length c ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
	=Ca
p
, where 	 is the permeability of the medium [11].
This crossover length scale, that separates surface tension
damping from viscous pressure damping of the interfacial
fluctuations [7,13], is the relevant length scale of the
problem.
Since the global velocity VðtÞ shows long-range corre-
lations over large distances, we expect that VðtÞ will dis-
play non-Gaussian fluctuations. Let us consider the
normalized variable Y  ðV  hViÞ=. The PDFs of Y
are plotted in Fig. 4 for window sizes l ¼ L and l ¼
L=40 and three different injection rates v. We find that,
at the highest injection rate and over the large window, the
fluctuations are nearly Gaussian. However, as the injection
rate decreases, the distributions are clearly non-Gaussian:
they become progressively more asymmetric, and evidence
of an exponential tail for large fluctuations emerges. The
effect is much more pronounced for the small window, l ¼
L=40 ’ 3 mm, because this scale of observation is con-
tained within the correlated region for the three injection
rates considered here. Results for other window sizes and
injection rates, within the range displayed in Fig. 4, follow
the same trends. Indeed, we observe in the top panel of
Fig. 3 that, for all the various experiments performed, the
skewness 
 (third moment of the distributions) increases
systematically when either l or v are reduced. A compari-
son of the top and bottom panels shows that 
 does not
change appreciably once l becomes larger than the corre-
lation scale l.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Bottom: statistical width of the local
velocities as a function of window size l, in double-logarithmic
scale, for different injection rates. The inset shows that l 
v1=2. Top: skewness of the PDF of the fluctuations of VðtÞ as a
function of window size l, in semilogarithmic scale. Inset: Data
collapse of the skewness as a function of lv1=2. The solid line is a
fit giving 1=
 ¼ 0:48ðlv1=2Þ þ 0:32.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Top: Burst size distributions PðS=hSiÞ
for the same clip level c ¼ 0 and various experiments. Inset:
Distribution of the avalanche durations PðT=hTiÞ for the same
conditions. In both cases the solid line is a power-law fit with an
exponential cutoff. Bottom: (T=hTi) vs (S=hSi) for the same
avalanches. Small dots are the values for all experiments and
all velocities. Squares are averages over logarithmic bins. The
contour levels give the isolines of counts of the joint histogram
PðS=hSi; T=hTiÞ. The solid line is a fit through all the avalanches
of the form S=hSi  ðT=hTiÞx with x ’ 1:31. The dashed line
gives the minimum significant duration due to windowing of the
avalanche sizes.
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We want now to compare (not to fit) those distributions
to a GG distribution [4,14]:
PaðYÞ¼a
aba
ðaÞ expðafbaðYþsaÞþexp½baðYþsaÞgÞ;
(1)
where ba¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d2 lnðaÞ=da2p =Y , sa ¼ hYi þ flna
½d lnðaÞ=dag=ba and ðaÞ is the Gamma function. The
only free parameter of PaðYÞ is a since ba and sa are fixed
by the mean hYi ¼ 0 and the variance 2Y ¼ 1 of the global
quantity Y. The value of the shape parameter a is given by
the skewness of the PDF 
  hY3i  1= ﬃﬃﬃap [3,4]. Using
the measured skewness for estimating the shape parameter
a in Eq. (1), we get the PDFs plotted in Fig. 4 as continuous
lines. We find a remarkable agreement with the experimen-
tal distributions.
Finally, we compare the spatial extent of the measuring
window l with the correlation length l. The effective
number of domains statistically independent can be related
to the ratio Neff ¼ l=l. Since l  v1=2, we get Neff 
lv1=2. A plot of 
 as a function of lv1=2 (top inset in Fig. 3)
collapses our data for 
. Therefore, 
 provides a measure
of the effective number of degrees of freedom probed in
our measurements, supporting the theoretical predictions
[3,15] that the skewness of the probability distribution of
the fluctuations provides an indirect measure of the length
scale of correlations in spatially extended correlated sys-
tems, as well as recent experimental observations on a
second-order equilibrium phase transition [6].
Conclusion.—We have presented an experimental study
of the global velocity VðtÞ of a viscous fluid interface
forced to invade a disordered medium at constant flow
rate. Our high resolution setup and detailed analysis of
the velocity fluctuations has allowed us to characterize
with high accuracy the complex intermittent dynamics
observed. When the velocity of the front is measured at a
scale comparable to its correlation length, the fluctuations
of VðtÞ take a GG shape—an asymmetric non-Gaussian
distribution with a large exponential tail—whose skewness
gives the effective number of degrees of freedom probed in
the experiment. Moreover, we have shown that those large
fluctuations—signature of a burstlike dynamics—corre-
spond to avalanches power-law distributed both in sizes
and durations. This means that forced-flow imbibition
takes place by bursts of the global velocity in a wide range
of sizes and durations, with no characteristic scales. Work
is in progress in order to characterize the local dynamics of
the imbibition fronts and its consequences on the global
dynamics investigated here.
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FIG. 4 (color online). PDFs of (V  hViÞ= for window sizes
l ¼ L and l ¼ L=40 and three different injection rates. The
experimental results (dots) include data from one experiment
on four different disorder realizations. Thin lines are Gaussian
PDFs, and thick lines are GG PDFs obtained using the quoted 
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